
Do You Need an Enterprise Version of Excel®?

………………..



We know why you love Excel® for costing 
and profitability analytics!

It’s familiar and 
easy to use

Collaboration is 
possible because 
everyone uses it

You can model 
almost anything 

with it

You own your data & 
are solely responsible 

for any changes 



We want you to consider an alternative to 
Excel® that offers enterprise functionality.

ImpactECS is an enterprise-wide cost and profitability system that combines the flexible, end-
user driven capabilities of Excel® with the features of a robust financial system to create a 
consistent environment to accurately calculate costs and profits for your organization. 

Centralized data from ERP, finance, 
operations and database systems is 
stored on protected servers and user-
based permissions define who has 
access to view and modify the model.
ImpactECS has scalability, security 
and the ability to track all activity. 

ImpactECS Excel
System Spreadsheet

Role-based security Limited security

Complete auditability 
VS

Limited ability to track changes

Scalable to handle large volumes of data Poor performance with large data sets

Ability to centralize data Limited ability to share data and results

Exposes true impact of changing variables Variance analysis based on assumptions



● Integrated, end-to-end detailed view of business

● Ability to quickly create dashboard  and reports, 
manage data, and access security 

● Simulations leveraging custom simple end user forms-
create custom interfaces for different uses and to 
manage data access security

● Easy comparison of results from multiple workbooks 
and scenarios

● Forward looking analysis and the capacity to create 
“what-if” scenarios with complete visibility 

Build confidence in your 
analysis with a robust, 
integrated approach.

Benefits of the ImpactECS Enterprise 
Cost and Profitability Platform



With a true modeling 
platform, you can 
gain true insight into 
your costs and profits.

Consistent environment to calculate results
Companies can enforce common methodologies for calculating 
costs and profits and have access to a centralized source of data.

World class performance and scalability
ImpactECS can handle large quantities of data and can grow 
with your organization’s needs.

Familiar user interface
ImpactECS has a familiar Windows-styled interface and models 
are maintained by accounting or operations personnel.

One stop for all of your costing & profitability needs
ImpactECS gives you the ability to calculate, analyze, report and 
share cost data in one system. Whether you need to calculate 
multiple cost sets, understand transportation costs, value inventory, 
or perform any other sophisticated analysis, you can do it with 
ImpactECS.



A few features of ImpactECS

By switching to an enterprise cost and profitability system, you get:

A Configurable and Flexible Tool
Custom models that are configurable to represent 
unique business rules and can evolve to support 

changes in the business

Easy Integration
Integration with ERP and other enterprise 

applications with robust database capabilities and 
works with SQL, Oracle & SAP HANA 

A Robust Calculation Engine
Easily shared calculations where you can write and 

maintain in one place, with the ability to log errors and 
continue processing and debugging for calculations

Better Security
Data is stored on protected servers and user-based 

permissions define who has access to view and 
modify the model



We help manufacturers get to the answers needed to effectively run the 
business by implementing enterprise cost and profitability solutions

to some of the world’s most recognized companies.

Over 120 customers and 600 installed
locations at companies in 4 continents 
(North America, Europe, Asia, and 
Australia) 

Specialized implementation 
teams to handle challenges 
unique to costing and 
profitability analytics.

Internal product development 
team builds and maintains 
ImpactECS 

We’re 3C Software



Manufacturing

Our Industry Focus

A Few of Our Clients

Distribution Financial Services Healthcare

ImpactECS offers everything you need to build, run and maintain 
models unique to your business requirements.



Make Better Business 
Decisions Starting Today

Online
www.3csoftware.com
sales@3csoftware.com

Call 
770.956.7744

Social

Microsoft Excel ® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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